In this paper, we propose a new representation of VLSI floorplan and building block problem. The representation is the generalization of Polish expression [1] . By proposing a new relational operator, the representation can efficiently reuse some area that cannot be utilized if only having vertical and horizontal operators defined in Polish expression, and is able to present non-slicing structural floorplan. The experimental results show that the representation achieves promising area utilization in commonly used MCNC benchmark circuits.
Introduction
The problem of VLSI floorplan and placement is to determinate whether a given set of modules can be packed in a small chip. There are varieties of representing approaches in these problems but naturally classified into two categories.
One is slicing structure first proposed by Otten in [3] and a binary tree is used. In [1] , Wong et al. propose a mechanism that traverses the binary tree in postorder, called Polish expression, to present a slicing floorplan. The slicing representation has some advantages such as smaller encoding cost and solution space bringing faster runtime for packing. Furthermore, it is flexible to deal with hard, pre-placed, soft, and rectilinear modules. However, in real designs optimal solutions might not be in the solution space of the slicing structure.
The other structure of representation is nonslicing, including Sequence Pair (SP) [4] , O-tree [7] , B*-tree [2] , Corner Block List (CBL) [8] , Transitive Closure Graph (TCG) [9] . However, these nonslicing representations need more evaluating runtime for packing than Polish expression.
Our main contribution is that we propose a new and easy representation for VLSI floorplan and building block problem. The representation effectively inherits the useful property of Polish expression [1] and is able to present non-slicing floorplan. We tested the approach using MCNC benchmarks and the experiments give promising results.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in section 2. Section 3 describes the new representation. Algorithmic operators are discussed in section 4. Section 5 gives the experimental results on MCNC benchmarks.
Preliminaries
Given a set of modules B = {B 1 , B 2 ,…, B n }. Each module B i is rectangular and has fixed width and height. The coordinates of modules are the absolute coordinates of the lower left corner of the module. The objective of floorplan area optimization problem is to minimize the area of B subject to the constraints that no pair of modules overlaps each other. The problem has been proved to be NP-complete [6] .
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Polish Expression
This representation can only present slicing structure of a floorplan. Each packing is encoded by a sequence, including module name and two relational operators. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , every leaf corresponds to a basic module and is marked by a module name. Every internal node of the tree is labeled by a + or a *, corresponding to a vertical or a horizontal cut respectively. We can obtain a Polish expression [1] of length 2n -1 with n modules in the slicing floorplan by traversing the slicing tree.
GPE (Generalized Polish Expression)
In this section, we introduce an encoding scheme GPE (the abbreviation for Generalized Polish Expression). It is the generalization of Polish expression. GPE can efficiently reuse some area that cannot be utilized anymore if only having vertical and horizontal operators defined in Polish expression, and is able to present non-slicing structural floorplan.
GPE uses a sequence of modules to reflect a physically non-slicing floorplan by proposing a new relational operator. Except the geometrically relational operators + and * in Polish expression, the third kind of operator, @ (corner relation in a packing) is introduced. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , if there are only geometrically vertical and horizontal operators, the utilization of dead area is not achievable. The corner operator @, however, will arrange a module or a super-module in a corner formed by the other modules. In Fig.  2(b) , the corner operator will arrange E in the corner, i.e. the dead area constructed by A and B, where A, B and E can be a module or a super-module. Through corner operator, the dead area can be effectively reused by the other modules that have not been arranged yet. Furthermore, with the proposed corner operator, the new encoding scheme GPE can express the structure of wheel, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) .
We now show how to derive a GPE from a floorplan, and derive a floorplan from a GPE, in the following subsections.
Packing to GPE
Prior to discuss the detail, we shall present some terminologies introduced in [1] , so as to easily explain the transformation from packing to GPE. (2) σ(λ 1 ) σ(λ 2 )…σ(λ 2n-1 ) is a balloting sequence.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the non-slicing floorplan can be represented by a GPE or a GPE-tree, where +, * and @ corresponding to the geometrically vertical, horizontal and corner relation of previous sub-packing. GPE-tree can be constructed by scanning GPE from left to right, and each module and relational operator corresponds to leaf and internal node, respectively. We can also obtain the GPE from the GPE-tree by traversing the tree in postorder. Note that the exact position of corner operator is decided by the corner constraint, denoted as (R, T), where R is the right boundary left to the packed module and T is the top boundary below the packed module. A corner operator may have several corner constraints, and we will choose the one based on the following consideration, (i) choose the first one that the associated module can be completely filled into the corner, or (ii) choose the first one that putting the module into the corner will not enlarge the floorplan.
GPE to Packing
According to the postorder of GPE-tree, we can obtain the GPE {λ 1 ,λ 2 ,…,+,…,*,…,@,…λ 2n-1 }, where +, * and @ corresponding to the geometrically vertical, horizontal and corner relation of previous sub-packing.
To clearly explain the packing procedure, we show an example of GPE {a b + c * d @ (b,c) f + e * g h i + * @ (f,e) } in Fig. 3 . The GPE will be scanned character by character from left to right. Once a relational operator is scanned, the operator will combine the previous scanned modules or super-modules according to its property. For instance, in terms of {a b +}, we will arrange module b on top of module a when operator + is scanned. For {a b + c *}, module c is packed right of the super-module {a b +}. When a corner operator, @ (b,c) , is scanned, we will put module d on the corner formed by module b and module c. The rest may be deduced analogically.
Algorithmic Operators
We apply the following three kinds of operations to perturb a GPE-tree:
Complement: Complement a chain of nonzero length. Rotate: Rotate a module.
Swap: Swap two leaves (modules), swap one leaf and one sub-tree (sub-floorplan), or swap two sub-trees.
The complement operation is to change the chain of originally relational operators of nonzero length to the others. Fig. 4(b) shows the resulting GPE, GPE-tree, and floorplan after complementing the chain {* + *} to {+ * @ (b, c) } shown in Fig 4(a) . Notice that the corner constraint of the corner operator is decided at packing stage.
Rotate
The operation is to exchange the width and height of i-th leaf (module) in a GPE-tree. The new generated GPE-tree of the first l terms (l = i -1) will be the same with the old one. Fig. 4(c) shows the resulting GPE, GPE-tree and floorplan after rotating the module f shown in Fig 4(b) .
Swap
The operation is to randomly swap two leaves (modules) n i and n j , swap one leaf n i and one sub-tree (sub-floorplan) s j , or swap two sub-trees s i and s j in a GPE-tree. Fig. 4(d) shows the resulting GPE, GPE-tree and floorplan after swapping the module d and the subtree {g h i + *} shown in Fig 4(c) .
Experimental Results
Based on the simulated annealing method [5] , we implemented the GPE representation in the C++ programming language on a PC with Intel PIII 800MHz CPU and 128 MB memory. We compared GPE with FAST-SP [6] , enhanced O-tree [7] , B*-tree [2] , CBL [8] , and TCG [9] , which were recently published, based on the five MCNC benchmark circuits. Table II . The area of a placement is measured by that of the minimum bounding box enclosing the placement. As shown in the Table II, GPE achieves promising area utilization among previous works. The final circuit layouts of ami33, ami49 are shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig.  5(b) , respectively. 
